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On both a conceptual and empirical level, serious

research on cultural difl'elences in organization

rnd management has been simultaneously facili-
rated and inhibited by the existence of multiple

and often conflicting models of national culture.

These models ofTcl useful templates for compar-

ing management pl'ocesses, HRM policies, and

business strategies across national borders. Sorne

:lodels have gone a step ftlrther and ofl'ered rneas-

,ires or numerical indicators for various coun-

:ries that have been used widely in cross-cultttral

:esearch. However, a problem that continues to

:iague olganizational researchers in this area is

-, lack of convergence across these models. This

Jivergence represents what we ref'er to as the ca1-

:,tre llteory' jLtngle - a situation in which research-

rii rnust choose between competing. if sometirnes
-r'erlapping, models to t-urther their research goals

-nd then defend such choices against a growing

:,-.dy of critics. This reality lails to facilitatc either

::rsimony or rigor in organizational research,

.:r alone useful comparisons act'oss studics and

-rn'lp1es.

.\s such, after a brief review of the divcrgence

-:lrrt curently exists in the most commonly used

::trdels of culture, we argue in this paper that a

--:ar need exists to seek convergcnce across the

.rious models where it exists in ways that facili-

-,:e both research and meaningful cross-cultural

, ,rnparisons. We then seek such convet'gence by

::ntifying five relative comrlon themes, ot core

trrurcil dimenslons, that pervade the valious

:..r.int models. Based on these themes, culture rat-

::. lbr country clusters are presented based on

j:i: Secllred through the use of rnultiple measures

--.,1 multiple methods.

Divergence in models of national culture

At present, there are at least six models of national

cultures that continue to be widely cited and uti-

lized in the organizational research literature.

These include models proposed by Kluckhohn

and Strodtbeck, Hofstede, Hall. Trompenaars,

Schwartz. and House and his GLOBE associates.

Each model highlights different aspects of soci-

etal beliefs, norffls, and/or values and, as such,

convelgence across the models has been seen as

being very limited. Below we summarize each of
the six models very briefly as a prelude to a com-

parative analysis and attempted integration latcl'

in the paper. (Readers are ref'erred to the original

sollrces tbr a more in-depth discussion of each

model.)

Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck

Based on the initial research by Clyde Kluckhohn

( I 95 1), cultural anthropologists Florence

Kluckhohn and Fred Strodtbeck (1961) suggested

one of the earliest models of culture that has servcd

as a principal foundation fbr several later rnod-

els. They proposed a theory of cttltule based on

value orientations, arguing that there are a limited

number of problems that are common to all human

groups and tbr which there are a limited number

of solutions. They lurther suggested that values in

any given society are distributed in a way that crc-

ates a dominant value system. They used anthropo-

logical theories to identily five value orientations,

four of which were later tested in five subcultures

of the American Southwest: two Native American
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:: e I.2 Hofstede's culiura

Table I.l Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's cultural dimensions

ReIuitn.sltlp tt illt Ntttrtre'.

Beliefs about the need or

responsibilit-v to control

nature.

R e ! (lti on s hiP tt ith Pe rtPIe'.

Beliel's about social
stfucture.

Ht un a t Ac t I t'i t i es: Belief 's

about aPProPriate goiils.

Re lationshi P tv ith 7'int e:

Extent t0 which Past'
present. and future
influence decisions.

H ttn rut N ut ure : Belief s

about good, neutral or evil

hutnan nature.

Mastery: Belief that
people hlve tteed or
rr-spr)nsibilit) to eontrol

natufe.

Indiviclualistic: Belief that

social structure should

be arranged based on

indiviciuals.

Being: Belief that People
should concentrate on

living for the moment.

Past: In making decisions,
people are PrinciPallY
influenced bY Past events

or traditions.

Goocl: Bclief that PeoPle
are inherentlY good.

HanronY: Belief that

people should work
with nature to marntaln
harrnony or balance.

Collateral: Belief that

social structure should

be based on grouPs of
indivicluals with rt:lativelY

equal status.

Becoming: belief that

inclividuals should strive

to tleveloP themselves into

an integratcd whole.

Plesent: ln making
decisions. PeoPle are

principallY influencecl bY

prcsent circumstances.

Neutral: Beliel that PeoPle

are inherentlY neural.

Subjugation: Belief thar

individuals must submit to

natute.

Lineal: Belief that social

structure should be based on

groups with clear and rigid
hierarchical relationshiPs.

Doing: belief on striving for
goals and accomPlishments'

Future: In making decisions.

people arc PrinciPallY
influenced bY future
prosPects.

Evil: Belief that PeoPle are

inherentlY evil

tribes, a Hispar.ric village, a Mormon village' and

a fatming village of Anglo-American homestead-

ers. The {ive climensions are iclentified in table l ' 1'

Each dimension is represcnted on a three-point

continuum.

Hofstede

Dutch management researcher Geert Hofstede

(1980,2001) advanced the most widely used

model of cultulal diflerences in the organizations

literature. His model was dcrived fi'orl a study

of employces from vatious countries working fol"

rnaior miltinational corporalion and was based on

the assumption that different cultures can be dis-

tinguisheclbased on difl'erences in what they value'

fn"at is, some cultul'es place ir high val're on equal-

ity arnor.rg individuals. while others place a high

value on hierarchies or power distances between

people. Likewise' somc cultures value certalnty

in *.rydoy lif-e and have difficulty coping with

unanticipated events, while others have a greater

tolerance for ambiguity and seem to relish change'

Taken togeiher' Hofstede argues that it is possible

to gain ctlnsiderable insight into organized behavior

acioss cultures based on these value dimensions'

lnitially, Hofstede asserted that cultures could be

distinguished along four dimensions' but later

a<ldeJa fifth dimension based on his research with

Michael Bond (199 1). The final five dirnensions

are illustrated in table l '2'

Hall

Eclward T. Hall (1981. 1990), ir noted American

cultural anthropologist. has proposed a model of

culture based on his ethnographic research in sev-

eral societies, notably Germany' France' the US'

and Japan. His research focuses prin.rarily on how

cultures vary in interpersonal communication' but

also includes work on personal space and time'

These three cultulal <lit.nensions are summarized in

table 1.3. Many of the terms used today in the field

of cross-cultural management (e'g" monochronic-

polychronic) are clerived from this wolk'

TromPenaars

Building on the work of Hofstede' Dutch manage-

mcnt researcher Fons Trompenaars (Tromepaars'

1993; Trompenaars an<l Hampden-Turner' 1998)

,li" ,i : -: s cJ:i'Jra, cl:g =. :'s;. {4
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;able 1.2 Hofstede's cultural dimensions

on
d

or
f\

: .,. er Distance: Behefs
:--r ,:lr the appropriate
.:..ibution of power in
- a:al).

--'. 
: e nai rtn, Ay o irlance'.

lellee of uncertainty that
':,: be tolerated and its

--frct on rule making.

- -: i i dual i s m- C o ll e c t i v i s m'.

i:latir,e importance of
::lividual vs. group interests

I I a s c u I i n i O - F e m i n i n i r !* :

.\ssertiveness vs. passivity;
:naterial possessions vs.
quality of life.

Lortg-te rm vs- Short-te rm
O rie ntat ion: C)utlook on
tork, life, and relationships.

Low power distance: Belief that effective
leaders do not need to have substantial
amounts of power compared to their
subordinates. Examples: Austria, Israel,
Denmark, Ireland, Norway, Sweden.

Low uncertainty avoidance: Tolerance for
ambiguity; little need for rules to constrain
uncertainty. Examples: Singapore,
Jamaica, Denmark, Sweden, UK.

Collectivism: Group interests generally
take precedence over individual interests.
Erarnples: Japan. Korea. Indonesia.
Pakistan. Latin America.

Masculinity: Values material posse\sion\.
money. and the pursuit of personal
goals. Examples: Japan, Austria, ltaly,
Switzerland. Ivlexico.

Short-term orientation: Past and present
orientation. Values traditions and social
obligations. Examples: Pakistan, Nigeria,
Philippines, Russia.

High power distance: Belief that people
in positions of authority should have
considerable power compared to their
subortlinates. Examples: Malaysia.
Mexico. Saudi Arabia.

High uncertainty avoidance: Intolerance
lbr ambiguity; need for many rules to
constrain uncertainty. Examples: Greece,
Portugal, Uruguay, Japan, France, Spain.

Individualism: Individual interests
gcnerally take precedence over group
interests. Examples: US, Australia, UK,
Netherlands, Italy, Scandinavia.

Femininity: Values strong social
relevance, quality of Iife, and the weltare
of others. Examples: Sweden, Norway,
Netherlands, Costa Rica.

Long-term orienlation: Future orientation.
Values dedication, hard work, and thrifi.
Examples: China, Korea, Japan, Brazil.

Table 1.5 Hall's cultural dimensions

be

:CI

rh

ns

n
)f

;.

I'
It

il

I

Context: Extent to which
rhe context of a message is
3s important as the message
itself.

-tpdce: Extent to whish
people are comfortable
iharing physical space with
others.

Tirne: Extent to which people
approach one task at a time or
multiple tasks simultaneously.

Low context: Direct and fiank
communication; message itself conveys
its meaning. Examples: Germany, US,
Scandinavia.

Center ofpower: Territorial; need
fbr clearly delineated personal space
between themselves and others.
Examplcs: US, Japan.

Monochronic: Sequentill attention to
individual goals; separation of work
and personal life: precise concept
of time. Examples: Germany, US,
Scandinavia.

High context: Much of the meaning in
communication is conveyed indirectly
through the context surrounding a message.
Examples: Japan, China.

Center of community: Communal;
comfodable sharing personal space with
others. Examples: Latin America, Arab
States.

Polychronic: Simultaneous Jilenlion lo
rnultiple gotrls; integration of work and
personal lif'e; relative concept of time.
Examples: France, Spain, Mexico, Brazil.
Arab States.

presented a somewhat different model of culture SChWaftZ
based on his study of Shell and other managers over
a ten-year period. His model is based on the early
work of Harvard sociologists Parsons and Shils
( 1 95 I ) and focuses on variations in both values and
personal relationships across cultures. It consists

of seven dimensions, as shown on table 1.4. The

first five dimensions focus on relationships among
people, while the last two focus on time manage-

ment and society's relationship with nature.

Taking a decidedly more psychological
Shalom Schwartz (1992,1994) and his associates
asserted that the essential distinction between
societal values is the motivational goals they

express. He identified ten universal human val-
ues that reflect needs, social motives. and social
institutional demands (Kagitqibasi, 1997). These

values are purportedly found in all cultures and
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Table 1.4 Trompenaars' cultural dimensions -,.r i L5 Schwart/s cultural iir

U n i y e r.s u I i.s r rt- Pt t rt i c u I a r i y n :

Relative irnpoftance of applying
stanclardized rules and policies
across societal members: role ol
erceptions in rule enfbrcement.

I r t rl i v i d ruil i s m - C o I I u t it, i s m'. ExIent
to which people cierive their identity
l'rrrtn u ithjl thetn\el\e\ r)r lhcir
gr0up.

S pecift r' - Dil lits e: Extcnt to
which peoplc's various roles are
compartmentalizcd or integrated.

Neutral-Afiective: Extcnt to which
people are free t0 express their
emotions in public.

At Itiercmt rtI-A.u rlTrlrnri: Mrnner irr

which respect and sociai status are
accorded to people.

7'inte Perspective: Relatit.c fbcus
on the past or tlre firtr-rre in daily
activities.

Re I ut i ortsltip tt ith Enr i ronnent:
Extent to which people belicve
the) c(rnlrol lhc r'nvironrnenl or it
controls them-

Universalism: Reliance on fbrntal rules
and policies that are applied equally
lu e\eTvonc. Errrnplcs: Au:tlia.
Germany. Switzerland. US.

Individualism: Focus on individual
achievement and indepenclence.
Examples: US, Nigeria. Mexico,
Argcntina.

Specilic: Clear separation ol'a person's
various roles. Exarnples: Sweden.
Germany. Canada, UK, US.

Neutral: Reliain from showin,'
.?""ii""., rria" n"i;"g.. L^"'.ir"r,
Japan. Sirgapore, UK.

Achievement: Respect tbr earned
acconrplishments. Examples: Austria.
US. Switzerland.

Purt/present o|ierrtcd: Enrphu.is,rn pu.r
events and glory. Examples: France.
Spain, Portugal. Arab countries.

Inncr-directed: Focus on controlling
the environment. Exantples: Australia,
I]S- IIK-

Particularism: Rules must be tempered
by the nature of the situation and the
people involved. Examples: China.
Venezuela, Indonesia. Korea.

Collectivism: Focus on group
achievemcnt and weltare. Examplcs:
Singapore, Thailand. Japan.

DiH'urr: Cleur intcgrution ol a persrrn'r
various roles. Examples: China,
Vcnezuciu. Merir'o. Jrpan. Spuin.

Aflective: Emotional expressions
acceptable or encouraged. Examplcs:
Mexico, Brazil. Italy.

Ascriptron: Respect tbl ascribecl or
inherited status. Examples: Egypt.
Indonesia. Korea. Hungary.

Future orientcd: Elrphasis on planning
and future possibilities. Eramples:
China. Japan. Korea. Sweden. US.

Ottter-directecl: Fueus on lir ing in
harmony with nature. Examples:
China, Inilial Sweden. Egypt, Korea.

represent universal needs of human existcnce.
The human values identified arc: power. achieve-
ment. hedonism, stimulation, sclf-direction, uni-
versalism, bencvolence, tradition, confol'mity,
and security.

Schwartz ( 1994) ar-qued that individual and

cultural levels of analysis are conceptually inde-
pendent. Individual-level dimensions reflcct thc
psychological dynarnics that individuals expelience
when acting on their values in thc evelyday life,
while cultur:.rl-level dimensions reflect the solu-
tions that societies find to legulate human actions.
At the cultural levcl of analysis, Schwaltz identi-
fied three dimensions: conservatism and autonomy,
l-rierarchy versLls egalitarianisrn, and mastery versus

hirrrnony, summarized in table 1.5 below. Based
on this model, he studied school teachers and col-
Iege students in fitty-fbur countries. His model has

been applied to basic arcas of social bchavior, but
its application to organizational studies has been

limited (Bond, 2001 ).

GLOBE

Finally, in one of the most ambitious efforts to study
cultulal dimensions, Robert House led an interna-
tior.ral team of researchers that fbcuscd plimarily on

understanding the influcnce of cultural differences
on leadcrship processes (House, Hanges, Javidan.
Dorfrnan, and Gupta, 2004). Their invcstigation was

called the "GLOBE study" for Global Lcadership
and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness. In their
research. the GLOBE, rcsearchers idcntified nine
cultural dimensions, iis summarized in table 1.6.

While scveral of these dimensions have been iden-
tifi ed prcviously (e.g., individualism-collectivism.
powcr distance, and uncertainty avoidance), oth-
ers are unique (e.g., gender egalitarianisrn and

pelformance orientation).
Based on this assessment. the GLOBE research-

ers collected data in sixty-two countries and com-
pared the resLrlts. Systematic differences were
found in leader behavior across the cultures.

,rNt. '!: ---'"3F'::Fre

rllllulilll: i: F,;r :- *-:;
tnm
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-,able 1.5 Schwartz's cultural dimensions

re
mpered
d the
ina.

- r;t, rwttisntAutonoml'.
:::3nr to uhich individuals are

:.::rated in grouPs.

- : urcht - Egalitarianism:
1,::nr to which equality is

,::J and expected.

! :, :e n -Harmon): Extent to
r:::h people seek lo change

--e irtural and social world
,:r ance personal or group

: -::3StS.

Conservatism: individuals are embedded
in a collectivity, linding meaning through
participation and identification with a

group that shares their way of life.

Hierarchy: cultures are organized
hierarchically. Individuals uc socialized
to comply with theirs roles and are

sanctioned if they do not.

Mastery: individuals value getting ahead

through self-assertion and seek to change

the natural and social world to advance
personal or group interests.

Autonomy: individuals are autonomous
fiom groups, finding meaning on their
own uniqueness. Two types of autonomy:
Intellectual autonomy: (independent pursuit

of ideas and rights) and Affective autonomy
(independent pursuit ol afTectively positive

experience).

Egalitarianism: Individuals are seen as moral
equals who share basic interests as human
beings.

Harmony: individuals accept the world as it is
and try to preserve it rather than exploit it.

ples:

rnon's

:
m-

N
uples:

tor
Pr.

hnning
Es:

.s.

in
i
0rea.

study

Iarna-

il1'on
ENCCS

i idan,
|n was

:rship

r their
i nine

.1.6.
iden-

".ism,
. orh-

r and

ffch-
r'Oln-

\\'ere

rures.

: ' erample, participatory leadership styles that

--: otien accepted in the individualistic west are

':-uestionable efl'ectiveness in the more collectiv-
.: -' east. Asian managers place a heavy emphasis

r,rternalistic leadership and group maintenance

-- --., ities. Charismatic leaders can be found in most

--,:ures, although they may be highly assertive in

. ::-- cultures and passive in others. A leader who

i::ns carefully to his or her subordinates is more

.,-ed in the US than in China. Malaysian leaders

--: e\pected to behave in a manner that is hum-

- 
=. tlignifred, and modest, while American lead-

.-- >eldom behave in this manner. Indians prefer

..iers who are assertive, morally principled,

::--logical, bold, and proactive. Family and tribal
- :lrls support highly autocratic leaders in many

-:rb countries (House et a\.,2004). Clearly, one of
-,r principal contributions of the GLOBE project
-.: been systematically to study not just cultural

:r:rensions but how variations in such dimensions

-*ict leadership behavior and effectiveness.

Seeking convergence in models of
national culture

-ken together, these six culture models attempt to

rr.-omplish two things: First, each model offers a

;3ll-reasoned set of dimensions along which vari-

I -rs cultures can be compared. In this regard, they

offer a form of intellectual shorthand fbr cultural

analysis, allowing researchers to break down

assessments of various cultlues into power dis-

tance, uncertainty avoidance. and so forth, and thus

organize their thoughts and fbcus attention on what

otherwise would be a monumental task. Second,

four of the models offer numeric scores for rating

various cultures. For example, we can use Hoi.stede

to say that Germany is a 35 while France is a 68 on

power clistance. suggesting that Germany is more

egalitarian than France. Regardless of whether

these ratings are highly precise or only generally

indicative of these countries, they nonetheless pro-

vide one indication of how these countries might

vary culturally.
As is evident fiom this review, there are many

different ways to represent cultural differences.

Unfortunately, the six cultural models available

frequently focus on difTerent aspects of societal

beliefs. norms, or values and, as such, convergence

across the models seems at first glance to be lim-
ited. This lack of conver-gence presents important

challenges both for researchers attempting to study

cultural influences on management and for manag-

ers trying to understand new cultural settings.

Instead of advocating one model over another,

we suggest that all of the models have important

factors to contribute to our understanding of cul-

ture as it relates to management practices. ln order

to navigate this culture theory jungle, we argue
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Table 1.6 GI-OBE's cultural dimensions
": .' .7 Common them=s

that the most productive approach is to integrate
and adapt the various models based on their util-
ity for bener understanding business and manage-
ment in cross-cnltural settings. In doing so, wc
seek common thernes that collectively represent

Lolv: Society has large ntidclle class; power
bases are transient and sharable; power often
seen as a source <lf corruption. coercion. and
dominance: high upward mobiliry.

Low: Tendcncy b bc more inlbrmal in
social interactions: reliance on word of
people they trustt less concerned with
ordcrlincss and record-keeping; rely on
inlbrnrerl norms of behavior.

Low: Self-intcrest important: values
plta.ure. eontfr)fl. rnd rell-cnjo_r ment:
high rrred fur poucr unel pos:e::ions: rn,,rc
psychological and pathological problems.

Low: Members assume they are inclepentlent
of the organization and seek to stand out by
making individual contributions: short-
term employer,employee relatior.rships ;

orgirnizations plimarily intercsted in the
i.vork perlbrmed by employees over thcir
personzrl welfare.

the principal difl-erences between cultures. While
no single model can cover all aspects of a culture.
we believe it is possible to tease oLlt the principal
cLrltul'al characteristics tl.rrough sLlch a comparative
analysis.

Porrer Di.stttttce: Degrec to
nhich people e\pect power
to be distributed equallv.

[,' r t t' e rtu t i t t t.t :\t r t i tl u t c e :

Extcnt to uhich people
relt'0n nr:rnts. rules. and
procedures to recluce the
unpredictabilitl, of furure
c\ ents.

High: Society divided into classes: power
hrse. ltrc.llhle;rnd \utrec: power js \ecn
as providing social order: lintitcd upward
nobility.

High: Tendency to fbrrnalize social
interactions: documcnt agreements in
legal contracts; be orderlv and rnaintain
meticulous records: rely on rules ancl
lbrmirl poJicics.

Hnnutte Orienlntion: High: Interests 6f others impolant:
Extent to rvhrch people values alh.uism. benevolence. kinclness,
rcward fairness. altr-uism. and generosityl high need tbr belonging
and generosity. antl affiliatiori; lewer psychological-anj

pathological problenrs.

Institutiotnl Collet'tivi.snt: High: Individuals intc-rrated into Low: Individuals largeiy responsible forExtcnt to which society strong cohesivc groupi: self vicwetl as tlremselves: sell vierved as autonomousr
encourages collective interdependent with groups; societal goals individual goals often take precedence overdistribution ofresources otien take plecedencJ ovcr individuai societal or group goals.
and collective action. goals.

ln-Ctoult Co!lattivisnr High: Members assume thcv are
Extent to rvhich indir,iduals interclcpenrlent anel seek ro make
cxprc" pridc. k'1lrlt1. itnporlrt)l ner\ut)rl contribution: to gr{)up
and cohesiveness in their or organization; long-term employer_
organizationsandfamilies. employeerelationships;organization:

assume major rcsponsibilitv ol employec
wellarc: important decisions made by
groups.

Asserlit'eness: Degrec to High: Value assertivcness. donrinance. [-ow: Pret'ers nrodesty ancl tenderness to
which people are assertive. ancl tough behavior fbr all nrembers of asscrtivcness: sympalhy tbr the rveak; values
conliontational. and societyl syrnpathy fbr the strongl value coopcration: oficn arsriciates compctition
aggressivc in relationships competition; belief in success through with def-eat and punishment: values lace
with others hard work; r'alues clirect antl unarnbiguous saving in communication rnr1 actisn.

cornmuntcatlon.

Gender Egalituriunisn: High: High participation of wonren in the Low: Low participation eif women in the
Degree b rvhich gender workforce: more wonlcn in positions of workfbrce: fewer womcn in positions of
difTerences are lninimized- authority: wonren accorded tqual status authority; women not accorcled equal strtus

ln soclety. in soeiety.

Future orientuti.r,?: Exlent High: Greater emphasis on economic Lorv: l,ess ernphasis on econonric sLlccess:
to which people engage in \ucce\\: propensitl tt'r srv.r fbr the futr:re; propensity fbr instant gratificatiol: \,alues
filture-oriented behaviors values intrinsic lnotivatiorr; or-ganizations extiinsic motivation: oiganizations tend to
suchas planning. investing, tcncl to be flexible and aclaptive. be bureaucralic ancl inflerible.
and delayed gratifi cation.

Pe tlbnrutnce Orientutiott'. High: Belief that iudivicluals are in control Low: Values harmonl, with environment over
Degree to rvhich high of their destiny: values assertiveness, control: eniphasizes ieniority, loyaltv, socialperiornance is encourascd competitiveness. ancl materialism: relationship.s. ancl belongingirer.: 

",riu.s 
who

-*":J*"i*;* ***-**:'i'tnore than whatihev do'
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'ao,,e I.7 Common themes across models of national culture

Kluckhohn/
Strodtbeck Hofstede Hall Trompenaars Schwartz GLOBE

l' ::r,
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::cn ol power and authority

i: rrn groups or individuals

stip rrith environment
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2

3

I

I

I

I

I
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I

2

1
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1
r:-r :: .]nd social control
- i:.- --:e:Tles (see text)
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ne :.lf
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d:e
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:.:e-
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\\'hile
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:' -ritrs indicate the number of cultural dimensions fron thc various nlodcls thar fit wirhin each thcme

- ,rur view, five relatively distinct com-
- :hemes emerge from this comparison (see

.-- , ..ll:

-,.'iribution of power ancl authority in society.
li:'* are power and authority distributed in a

- iiety? Is this distribution based on concepts
: hierarchy or egalitarianism? What are soci-

.::- beliefs concerning equality or privilege?
'- 

-.,:trality of individuals or groups as the basis

,' :oc'ial relationships. What is the fundamen-
:.' building block of a sociery: individuals or

;,rups? How does a society organize for collec-
::'. e action?

- --;,ry|e's relationship with their environment.

-in a societal level, how do people view the

'.,rrld around them and their relationship with
-:3 natural and social environment? Is their goal
: control the environment and events around
.:-3m or to live in harmony with these external
:rlities?

- '--se of time. How do people in a society organ-
i. and manage their time to carry out their work
-rd non-work activities? Do people approach
'.,. ork in a linear or a nonlinear fashion?

: .''leclnnisms of personal and social control.
Horv do societies try to insure predictability in
:he behavior of their members? Do they work to
--ontrol people through uniformly applied rules,

lolicies, laws, and social norms or rely more on
p.ersonal ties or unique circumstances?

To achieve this clustering, we must recognize
-.: in a few cases multiple dimensions in the

original models can be merged into a single more
general or unifying cultural dimension (e.g., insti-
tutional and in-group collectivism in the GLOBE
model), as discussed below. In addition. we need
to look beyond the simple adjectives often used by
the various researchers and seek deeper meaning in
the various concepts themselves, also as discussed
below.

At first glance, these five themes seem to repli-
cate Hof.stede's flve dimensions, but closer analy-
sis suggests that the other models serve to amplify,
clarify, and, in some cases, reposition dimensions
so they are more relevant for the contemporary
workplace. Indeed, we believe that the commonal-
ity across these models reinforces their utility (and
possible validity) as critical evaluative compo-
nents in better understanding global management
and the world of intemational business. As such,
each model thus adds something of value to this
endeavor.

Core cultural dimensions:
an integrative summary

Based on this assessment, we suggest that the
advancement of cross-cultllral organizational
research lies not in developing new models of
national culture or debating the validity of the vari-
ous extant models, but rather in seeking commo-
nalities or convergence among existing ones. To
accomplish this, we examine each of the five prin-
cipal themes of cultural differences that emerged
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Hierrrchy Equality

Indiliclualism,Collectivism

Masterv-Hanlony

Monocluonism,Polychronisnt

Un ivcrsal isnr-Particularism

Potrt'r tli.srribution irt orguti-.utiotts utttl ,utt'iett; Extent to u.hrch power ancl authoritv in
il:()cir'l) lrc disllilrrrred hicrlrr.lrit:rllv ()r ir r nlorc esrrlirrrirn,,,j p,,r,i.:if,uir:. r:,r;'.;.
Role ol'indi,iduols und gruups iu sociur rer.riortship.s; Extent to which social
rclationships emphasize incri'iclual rights and resp.nsitrilities or group goars and
collectir, e action: ccntralitv ol indi!icluals ..),. group, in socicty.

Relationsltip vt illt llte rufturttl urul sot ial ent,itrnntent; Beliefs concernir.rg how the world
u.rks: extcnt to which peopie seek to change ancr contr,r or rivc in harnro'v with their
natural and social surroundings.

orguni:ution untl urili:.uritut rl timL:: Extenr to which people organize their tirne based
on .secluentjal attention to singlc tasks or simultaneous att;ntron-to muitiplc tasks: timc
as flxed vs. tirre as flexible.

Rt'lative intlxtrttttrt't: of ntle.s vs. rc!trtionships in hehotiorul conttr)l: Extentto which
rulcs. iarvs. and lbrmal proccdures are unitbrnrrv applied across s.cietar members or
tempcrecl by personal rclationships. in-group 

'arues. 
or unicluc ei.cu'rst.rrccs.

from our comparison, identifying sirnilarities and
difl'crences wherc they exist and teasing out the
details. Wc t'ef'cr to thesc thcmes as core crltrtrcrl
tlinteusiorts (CCDs) to reflect botl.r their. centr.al-
ity and comlnonality in cross-cultural olganiza-
tional rcsearch (sce table 1.8). Howcver, it should
bc emphasized that crcdit for the iclentification of
these dimensions goes to previous researchers; our.
focr-rs herc is simply to idcntify a nteans of inte-
grating. interprcting, and buildin_e upon their signal
contributions.

Hierarchy-equality

. u1-o. **. ,e7e2-4r(d4\
I llc hr\t conlmon thentc i.unnirrs thi.orrgh lhe r ari_
ous models relates to how individuals within a

society structut'e their power relationships. That is,
is power in a society distributed based pr.irnarily
on vertical or horizontal relationships? Is power
allocated lierurclticctlll' or in a tnore egctlituricut
fashion'?

Hofstede's (1980) ref'ers to this as power dis-
tance and defincs it as the bcliefs people have
about the appropliatcness of either large or small
difl'et'enccs in power and authority between the
members of a -eroup ol' society. Some cultur-es.
particularly those in several Asian, Arab. ancl
Latin Aruerican countries. sttess ,.high power
distance," believing rhat it is natural or. bcnefi-
cial 1br sonre membels of a group or society to

exct't considerable control over their subordinates.
Subordinates i.rc expected to do what thcy are told
with few qllestions. However. this control does
not nccessalily have to bc abusive: rathel-, it coulcl
be bcnevolent whcre a strong mastet exclts colt-
trol to look aftel the welfar.e of the entire -rroup.
Othcr cr-rltures. pal'ticularly those in Scanclinavia.
stress a "low powcl clistance," belicvin-e in a more
egalitarian or participative approach to social or
or-ganizational structule. They expect subordinates
to be consulted on kcy issues that aff-ect thern and
will acccpt strong leadcr-s to the cxtent that they
support democratic principles.

Schwartz (1994) recognizes a similar cultural
dimension, which he calls hierarchy and e_qalitari-
anism, the terms we have adopted here. In ,,hierar-

chical" societies, the unequal distribution of power..
roles. and resources is legitimate. Inclividuals are
socialized to comply with obli-tations and roles
according to their hieralchical position in society,
and arc sanctioncd if they do not. In "egalitarian"
cultures. individuals are seen as moral equals and
are socialized to internalizc a commitment to vol-
Llntary cooperation with others and to be concerned
with others' wellare. Accordin-s to Schwar"tz'
lesealch, China, Thailand, and Turkey are hier-
alchical cultules, while Denmnlk, Sweden. ancl
Norway arc egalitarian cultur.es.

The GLOBE study (House et al.. 2004) also
includes a cultural dirnension ref'errin-g to thc
power distribution in society. However, it also

'...' . -: : i s. co:lecii'
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-::> a more specific cultural dimension, ref'er-
-': io the issue of _qender egalitarianism. For the

- 
- 
'lBE researchers, the "power distance" dimen-
- iircuses on the degree to which people expect

- ..-r to be distributed equally, while the "gender

-:.-i:arianism" dimension focuses on the degree to

'.:h cender diflerences are minirnized.
.rtrmpenaars (1993) takes a somewhat differ-

--, .rpproach here. Rather than focusing on the
, .:ibution of power, he focuses on how status

- : rervards are allocated in a culture. In "achieve-

--rt" cultures, status and rewards are based on

-:, individual or group's accomplishments, while
",rscription" cultures, such recognition is based

.:gel1, on such things as seniority, inheritance,

- :s. or gender. Achievement cultures use titles

-,, u'hen they are relevant and their leaders typi-
--.-r earn respect through superior performance.
: , .-ontrast, people in ascription cultures use titles
- -iinely as a means of reinforcing a hierarchy

- : t1'pically select their leaders based on age or
::J igrOund.

.\: noted in table 1.9, several key questions per-
' -ring to power orientation include the following:
:i.ruld authority ultimately reside in institutions
.--h as dictatorships or absolute monarchies or
- the people themselves? Should organizations
1: structured vertically (e.g., tall organization
-.rictures) or horizontally (e.g., flat organiza-

.- n structures or even networked structures)? Is
::.-ision-making largely autocratic or participa-
. -'ry'? Are leaders chosen because they are the most
:-;lified fbr a job or because they already have
-.:nding in the community? Are leaders elected or
,:pointed? Are people willing or reluctant to ques-

::..n authority?

ld

Belief that power
should be distributed
hierarchically.

Belief in ascribed or
inherited power with
ultimate authority
residing in institutions.

Emphasis on organizing
vertically.

Preference f'or autocratic
or centralized decision-
making.

Emphasis on who is in
charge.

Acceptance of authority;
reluctance to question
authority.

Belief that power should
be distributed relatively
equally.

Belief in shared or elected
power with ultimate
authority residing in the
people.

Emphasis on organizing
horizontally.

Pret'erence fbr participatory
or decentralized decision-
making.

Emphasis on who is best
qualified.

Rejection or skepticisrn of
authority; willingness to
question authority.
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rld
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Table 1.9 Hierarchy-equality dimension
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lndividualism vs. collectivism

terms used to describe this are individualistic and

collectivistic. The fundamental diff'erence across

the models refers to the extent to which this dimen-
sion is related to or separated from the power ori-
entation dimension (see below). Some researchers

suggest that a single dimension dealing with rela-

tionships among people (including both group
orientation and power) is more appropriate to dis-

tinguish between cultures, while others retain these

as separate dimensions. For our purposes, we will
discuss these two dimensions separately, although
we recognize that their relationship to each other
is irnportant.

Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) suggested

that there are important variations in how indi-
viduals relate to each other across cultures. They
classi{ied cultures in three types: individualistic,
collateral, and lineal. In "individualistic" cultures,
individual goals are considered more important
and are encouraged to pursue their own personal

interests at the expense of others. In "collateral"
cultures, individuals see themselves as part of a

social group, formed by laterally extended rela-
tionships. In "lineal" cultures, the group is equally
important but the nature of the group changes.

One of the most important goals of lineal societies

is the continuity of the group through time, result-
ing in a strong emphasis in ordered positional
successioo,

o?wo c Nryn. \ )f ^/r')
-hc cultural dimension that hAs by lar received

,o

le

o

.:re most attention in the research literature is indi-
. idualism-collectivism. All six models recognize

-hat cultures vary in the fundamental structures of
:ocial organization. A common theme that perme-'
:res the rnodels is recognition that some cultures
jre organized based on groups, while others- are

-rrqanized based on individuals. The most common-
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Hofstede (1980) is generally given credit for

introducing the terms individualistic or collectiv-

istic. According to his deflnition, "individualistic"

cultures teach their people to be responsible for

themselves and that, in a sense, the world revolves

around them. Their job is to become independent

and to reap the rewards of their individual endeav-

ors. Individual achievement is admired and people

should not be emotionally dependent on organi-

zations or groups. By contrast, "collectivistic"

cultures stress group interests over those ofthe indi-

vidual. They stress personal relationships, achiev-

ing harmony as an ovemiding societal objective,

and the central role of the family in both personal

and business affairs. One's identity is difflcult to

separate fiom that ofone's group. Group decision-

making is prefened and groups protect their mem-

bers in exchange for unquestioned loyalty. This is

not to say that individuals are unimportant; they

are. Rather, collectivistic cultures tend to believe

that people can only attain their full potential as

a member of a strong group. The US and western

European cultures tend to be individualistic' while

Asian cultures tend to be mostly collectivistic'

Trompenaars' ( 1993) dimension mirrors

Hofstede's earlier work. He differentiates between

individualism, where people think of themselves

first and foremost as individuals, and collectivism,

where people think of themselves first and fore-

most as members of a group' The only difference

between these two sets of dimensions can be found

in their application. For example, while Hofstede

lists Mexico and Argentina as relatively collec-

tivist, Trompenaars lists them as individualistic'

Whether this resulted from different measurement

techniques or from changes in the cultures in the

ten-year interlude between the two studies has not

been explained.

Schwartz's (1994) dimension is also closely

related to individualism and collectivism. He clas-

sified cultures along an autonomy-conservatism

dimension, focusing on how individuals see them-

selves with respect to others. In "autonomous"

cultures, individuals see themselves as autono-

mous entities with independent rights and needs'

Individuals in autonomous cultures relate to one

another based on self-interest and negotiated agree-

ments. Schwartz distinguishes between two types

of autonomy: intellectual and affective. Intellectual

autonomy refers to an emphasis on self-direction

and independence of thought, while afTective

autonomy refers to an emphasis on the pursuit of

one's interests and desires. By contrast, "conserva-

tism" cultures stress preserving the status quo! pro-

priety, and the traditional order. Cultures towards

the conservatism pole stress closely knit harmoni-

ous relationships. Individual and group interests

are aligned and one finds meaning in life by tak-

ing part in a group. According to Schwartz (1994)'

Israel. Malaysia. and Bulgaria are conservative

cultures, while France, Switzerland, and Germany

are autonomous cultures.

The GLOBE project (House et a1.,2004) sub'

divided this dimension into institutional and in-

group individualism-collectivism, the distinction

being one of level of analysis' "lnstitutional col-

lectivism" refers to the extent to which society

encourages collective distribution of resources and

collective action, while "in-group collectivism"

refers to the extent to which individuals express

pride, loyalty, and cohesiveness in their parlicular

organizations and families. Other researchers have

also made a distinction between individual and cul-

tural level of analysis (Triandis, I 986)' For our pur-

poses here, however, we will only focus on cultural

level of analysis, i.e. national or regional' under the

assumption that cultural level influences are more

relevant to the study ol'management practice'

Finally, although Hall (1959, 1981) does not

directly refer to individualism and collectivism,

his notion of intetpersonal communication, spe-

cifically how much context surrounds people's

messages, is closely related to the way societies

are organized. Hall distinguishes between low

and high context cultures. In "low context" cul-

tures, such as Germany, Scandinavian countries,

and the US. the context surrounding the message

is far iess jmportant than the message itself' The

context provides the speaker and listener with very

little information relating to the intended message'

As a result, people need to rely more on providing

greater message clarity, as well as other guarantees

like written contracts or information-rich advertis-

ing. Language precision is critical, while verbal

agreements, assumed understandings' innuendos,

and body language count for little. By contrast, in

lltlilrii||riltlrif*-r 15. I 3 lTIllolll
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" :ih context" cultures, such as Japan and China,
.- . ;ontext in which the message is conveyed (that
- :re social environment in which the message is

- ::municated) is often as important as the mes-
-:=: itself. Indeed, the way something is said is

:- imes even more important in communicating

- ::.ssage than the actual words that are used.

:-::. communication is based on long-term inter-
:':'.nnal relationships, mutual trust, and personal
-:r-:rtions. People know the people they are talk-
-= '.'.ith. and reading someone's face becomes an

-:.rrtant - and necessary - art. As a result, less
-::i: to be said or written down. High context cul-
_.-:. tend to be relatively collectivistic, while low
- .-:e\t cultures tend to be more individualistic.

^: summary, the individualism-collectivism

' :---nsion has been widely identified in previous

-:':els of culture as representing a key variable
- lnderstanding what differentiates one society
- :r another. In general, this dimension focuses

ihe fundamental issue of whether society and
-::qrersonal relationships are organized based

- individuals or groups as their principal build-
-: blocks (see table 1.10). Basic questions here

:-ude the following: Do people achieve self'-

:.:rtity through their own efforts or through group

-:nbership? Are individual goals or group goals

- :e important? Do group sanctions reinforce

-:::onol responsibility or conformity to group
- :ns? Is individual or group decision-making

:ttrred? Is business done primarily based on

::iten contracts or on personal relationships? Is

: :r.imunication characterized primarily by low
: rte\t (where the message contains all or most

-,- of the intended message) or by high context
,i rere the context surrounding the message also

- .ries significant information)?

Mastery vs. harmon y '):: !:t .3'n7ft'n' "77'
- :r'e of the six models reviewed here agree that

-:-re are important variations across cultures with

-:Sard to the degree to which people try to con-

:ol their environment or adapt to their surround-

::gs. Some models fbcus on the degree to which
::rdividuals believe they can and should control
:.riure. while others focus on the degree to which

Person-centered approach
valued; primary loyalty to
oneself'.

Preference for preserving
individual rights over
social harmony.

Belief that people
achieve selt'-identity
through individual
accomplishment.

Focus on accomplishing
individual goals.

Sanctions reinforce
independence and
personal responsibility.

Contract-based
agreements.

Tendency toward low-
context (direct, frank)
communication.

Tendency toward
individual decision-
making.

Group-centered approach
valued; primary loyalty to
the group.

Preference for preserving
social harmony over
individual rights.

Belief that people achieve
self-identity through group
membership.

Focus on accomplishing
gaou-t goals.

Sanctions reinforce
conformity to group norms

Relationship-based
agreements.

Tendency toward high-
context (subtle, indirect)
communication.

Tendency toward group
or participative decision-
making.

Table 1.10. lndividualism-collectivism dimension
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individuals value achievement or accommodation
with nature. Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck ( I 961 ) pro-
pose two separate cultural dimensions that relate

to this dimension. The first dimension focuses on

how humans relate to nature. They identified three

main cultural types. In "mastery" cultures, indi-
viduals have a need or responsibility to control
nature; in "subjugation" cultures, individuals sub-

mit to nature; and in "harmony" cultures, individu-
als work with nature to keep harmony or balance.

The second dimension focuses on the degree to
which striving for goals is important. "Being" cul-
tures stress spontaneous expression of the human

personality; "becoming" cultures stress developing
oneself as an integrated whole; and "doing" cul-
tures stress acting on the environment to produce

accomplishments.

Hofstede's (1980) dimension, "masculinity"
and "femininity," focuses on the extent to which

cultures stress achievement or quality of life and

personal relationships. Masculine cultures value

asseftiveness, success, progress, achievement, and

control over the environment. Feminine cultures,

on the other hand, value modesty, relationships,
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halmony with the environment, ancl quality of Iif.e.
Hofitede argues that a pr.ef'ercnce for. achieventent
or harmony is r.elatecl to the role ofien dictated of
men and wollen in societies. Masculine (achieve_
ment oriented) societies also show hisher cmo_
tional ancl role clifll-er.entiation betweel," m"n 

"nd\\ 0ntcil thun Ierninine societies.
Buildin_q on Rottcr's (1966) rnodel of locus of

control. Trompenaars (1993) distinguishes between
inner-directed and outer_directed goal behavior. In
inner'-dir.ected cultur.es, individuals believe they
can and should control nature, imposing their
will on it. In outer-directecl cultures, by contrast,
individuals believe that societies exist as a part of
nature and should largely adapt to it.

Schwartz (1994) suggests that cultures vary in
the degt'ee to which indivicluajs seek to rnaster
and at tirnes change the natural ancl social world.
Schwartz identified two types of culture: mastery
and harmony. In "mastery" cultures, individuals
value getting ahead through self'-assertion ancl seek
to change the natural and social wor.ld to aclvance
personal or group interests. In .,harmonv', 

cultures.
individuals accept the world as it is anj t.y to p.e_
serve it rather than exploit it. Harmony cultures
value adapting lo thc en\ irunnlent.

Finaliy, GLOBE (House et ctt.,2004) su-sigests
three interrelated dirnensions that may be sub_
sumed under goal orientation: assertiveness, per_
formance orientation, and humane orientation.
'Assertiveness" ref'ers to the de_qree to which
individuals in organizations or societies are asser_
tive, tough, dominant, and aggressive in social
relationships. "perfbrmance orientation,, reflects
the extent to which a conrmunity encouriiges and
rewards innovation, high standards. and perform_
ance improvement. Finally,,,humane orientation,,
reflects the degree to which society encourages
individuals for being fair, altruistic, fiiendly, gen_
erous. caring, and kind to others.

A contparison of these models suggests morc
agreentent than disa-greernent. In general, it is well
established that cultures vary in how individuals
relate to nature and to one another. The disagrec_
ment lies in whether these dirnensions are inde_
pendent or not. Whiie Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck
(1961) and GLOBE suggest that there are a group
of independent dimensions to account for these

behaviors, Hofsrede (19g0), Trompenaars (1993),
and Schwaltz (1994) integrate these behaviors into
one cultural dimension. We argue that, fbrpurposes
of better understandin-q organization and m:inage_
ment across cnltur-es, it is logical to focus on a
small number of critical dimensions that account
fbr most of managerial behavior instead of cuttins
the cultural pie into several smaller slices.

For this reason. we follow Schwartz's (i994)
approach and use ntastery. ancl hurnonl as rep_
lescntative of cuitures that vary in the extent to
which they seek achievement and control over thc
natnral and social world or accommoclation with
it. Table 1.1 I compares mastery and har.mony cul_
tures, integratin-q the findings fl.orn the researchers
rcviewed abovc' 

rrr trt'-ub 
4

)'o " )''9i1,*;
Monochronisp vs. polvcfironism - ^^ . '

or\t<_ W.-,)^,'n^.r*lr^. 4 Z )^rt.
Five of the six models reviewed regard a society,s
tirne orientation as an important cultural variable.
While there is widespr.ead agreement that societies
vary considerably in how they view or use time.
there is less conver-{ence concerning which per_
ception of time is most salient. That is. some cul_
ture models fbcus on the degree to which cultures

Focus on changing or
controlling one's natural
and social environnlent.

Achievement valued over
relati on ships.

Emphasis on conrpetition
in the pursuit of personal
or _eroup goals.

Embraces change and
unquestioned innovation.

Emphasis on ntatcrial
possessions as symbols
of achievemcnt.

Errphasis on assertive.
proactive, "masculine"
approach.

Prel'erence fbr
performance-based
cxtrinsic rewiLrcls.

FocLrs on Iiving in harmonv
with nature anc{ ad.justing
to the natural end social
c.nvironment.

Relationships valued over.
achievemetrt.

Emphasis on social
progress. qualitv of life. and
the rvellare of others.

l)efends traditions:
skepticisrn towards change.

Emphasis 0n economy!
harmony,. and motlesty.

Ernphasis on passive.
reactivc. "feminine"
approach.

Pref'ercnce lbr scniority-
based intrinsic rewards.

Iable l.l I Mastery-harmony dimension
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Table l.l2 Monochronism-polychronism
dimensionffi
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Sequential attention to
individual tasks.

Linear, single-minded
approach to work, planning,
and implementation.

Precise concept of tinre;
punctual.

Approach is job-centeredl
commitment to the job and
often to the organization.

Separation of work and
personal lif'e.

Approach to work is
lbcused and impatient.

Simultaneous attention to
multiple tasks.

Nonlinear. interactive
approach to work,
planning. and
implementation.

Relative concept of time;
often late.

Approach is people-
centered: commitment
to people and human
relationships.

Integration of work and
personal lif'e-

Approach to work is
unfocused and patient-
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. -- lbr and focus on the future (House el a/.,

- , -: Hotstede. 2001; Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck.
- . . s'hile others fbcus on how individuals per-

-:-r: rhe flow of time (Hall, 1959; Trompenaars

-- - Hrmpden-Turner, 1998). Moreover, even when
-::: is a convelgence of opinions about which

- :,;--i of time is most important to study, there
.:le a_greement concerning how the dimension

- ..id be measured.

r-uckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) suggesr thar

-.- -..:es lbcus on the past, present, of future. "Past
:::rred" cultures value preseffing or restoring
--::iions of the past. "Present oriented" cultures
- 

-_. iinle attention to what happened in the past and
- -{ ihe future is vague and unpredictable. "Future
::nied" cultures focus on a better future, stressing

--:::Se and avoiding traditional ways. In planning,

--, lrriented societies use the past to anticipate the

---:r': pr€s€nt oriented societies resolve current
- r-ems without regard fbr the future; and future
-::ted societies focus on the long-term implica-
-- ,)l pasl und present actions.

:-,.ri\tede. in his work with Michael Bond
-:1t. classifies cultures in short or long-term

--:ted. focusing on the extent to which cultures
-:.1 \\'orking for today or working for tomorow.

---ng-term oriented" cultures value hard work,
r,:r:erflel sacrifice for future benefits, dedication

: u'auS€, and personal thrift. The emphasis is on

--:-hce so that future generations can prosper. By
- :-:rast. "short-tem oriented" cultures focus more

, :he past or present, stressing respect for tradi-
:: and fulfillment of one's social obligations
:r achievement or investments.

T:e GLOBE project (House et a\.,2004) focuses

- rhe degree to which a society encourages and
-:,irrds "future-oriented behaviors" such as plan-
- ,S and delaying gratification. However, in con-
--.t to Hofstede and Bond's ( I 991) and Kluckhohn
. : Sirodtbeck's (1961) conceptualizations, their

-::rnative to future orientation is not an emphasis

- iradition or learning fiom the past, but rather
'.i economic success, maladaptive managers

-,--J organizations, and psychologically unhealthy
::ividuals. Hall (1959) took a very different

-::roach to characterize time. He discusses time
*. it relates to organizing work activities, noting
'---ir some cultures tend to approach work activities

in a linear or single-minded fashion, refered to as

"monochronic," while others approach multiple
tasks simultaneously, referred to as "polychronic."
Finally, Trompenaars' approach is a blend of the
earlier models, suggesting that one's time orienta-
tion (past, present, or future) influences the degree
to which people approach tasks sequentially or
simultaneously.

While all of these approaches add value to the
study of cultural differences, we believe that.
from a managerial standpoint, Hall's approach of
distinguishing between monochronic and poly-
chronic cultures seems most useful. In a sense.

concerns with the future are closely related to
needs fbr achievement and assumptions of con-
trol. Cultures that believe the future is their own
doing are more likely to stress planning and
future orientation than cultures that believe they
cannot afTect the tuln of events. These cultures
are more likely to focus on living the present. In
our view, the central point in understanding time
orientation is whether people approach their work
one task at a time in a somewhat linear fashion or
attempt to perform multiple tasks simultaneously
(see table I . I 2). Do people have a precisc concept
of time and tend to be very punctual or do they
have a relative concept and tend to be late? Do
they need a steady flow of information to do their
job? Are people more committed to their jobs or
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to family and friends? Do they separate work and
family life or see them as an integrated whole?
Do they take a linear or nonlinear approach to
planning? And, finally, are they focused and
impatient or unfocused and patient?

Universalism-particularism
nA-o c U^. u^.2 )< rr^ouny

Finally. 6ne of the'more intractable dimensions
found in current culture models involves the issue
of rules as a means of reducing uncertainty in
society. Here there is less agreement across the
models. For example, both Hofstede (19g0) and
GLOBE (House et at., 2004) call this dimen_
sion "uncertainty avoidance." However, Hofstede
focuses principally on the clegree to which socie_
ties can tolerate uncertainty and use rules to contl.ol
personal behavior, while GLOBE focuses on the
degree to which societies attempt to reduce uncer_
tainty through rules and regulations. Meanwhile,
Trompenaars (1993) follows parsons and Shills'
(1951) classic work and focuses on the relative
importance of rules vs. relationships. They all tend
to agree, however, that the various social, ideologi_
cal, and behavioral mechanisms by which social
control manifests itself in a society represents an
important aspect of culture.

In this regard, we suggest that rather than com-
paring cultures on the extent to which they attemDt
to iqnore or tolerate uncertainty, it is better to coill-
pa

it. How cultures deal with uncertainty is largely
rTffienced by other cultural dimensions, includ-

ing the mechanisms of social control. We believe
society's views on rules and rules enfbrcement is
a critical culture dimensions because it influences
how cultures cope with uncertainty as well as other
critical managerial action.

In univer,salisllc, or rule-based, cultures, there
is a tendency to promulgate a multitude of laws,
rules, regulations, bureaucratic proceclures, and
strict social norms in an attempt to control as

many unanticipated events or behaviors as possi_
ble. People tend to conform to officially sanctioned
constraints because of a moral belief in the virtue
of the rule of law, and will often obey directives

even if they know violations will not be detected.
Waiting for a red light in the absence of any traf_
fic is a good example here. Rules and laws are
universally applied (at least in theory), with few
exceptions for extenuating circumstances or per_
sonal connections. There is a strong belief in the
use of formal contracts and rigorous record keep_
ing in business dealings. Things are done ,,by 

the
book" and infractions often bring immediate sanc_
tions or consequences. Finally, decisions tend to
be made based on ob.jective criteria to the extent
possible. All of this is aimed at creating a society
with no surprises. Germany, the Netherlands, the
Scandinavian countries, the US, and Canada are
often identified as rule-based cultures.

By contrast, particularistic, or relationship_
based, cultures tend to use influential people more
than abstract or objective rules and regulations
as a means of social control. This social control
can come from parents. peers. superiors. supervi_
sors, government officials, and so forth _ anyone
with influence over the individual. In this sense.
relationship-based cultures tend to be particular_
istic and individual circumstances often influence
the manner in which formal rules are applied. In
addition, greater emphasis is placed on developing
mutually beneficial interpersonal relationships and
trust as a substitute for strict rules and procedures.
There is generally less record keeping and things
tend to be done on an informal basis. There is als<r
greater tolerance for non-compliance with bureau_
cratic rules in the belief that formal rules cannot
cover all contingencies and that some flexibility is
often required. Finally, decisions tend to be made
based on a combination of objective and subjective
criteria and with less formality. Russia, Greece.
Venezuela, Italy, Portugal, ancl Spain are often
cited as examples.

This is not to say that particularistic cultures
do not value laws and official procedures; they
do. Rather, laws and procedures are often fol-
lowed only to the extent that one's social network
embraces them and sees either the virtue or neces-
sity of following them, not because of some innate
belief in their moral correctness, as is the case with
rule-based cultures. Where predictability of behav-
ior is important, it is motivated largely through

1
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iable I.l5 Universalism-particularism dimension

l--'::i idual behavior largely regulated by rules, laws,

':r::al policies, standard operating procedures, and social
i :-r rhat are widely supporled by societal members and

*_-:.::J uniformly to everyone.

;. -.:-brsed.
:-::hasis on legal contracts and meticulous record

--i--

i:,e: and procedures spelled out clearly and published

--.--,3i are internalized and foilowed without questiori.

--,:.:hings formally by the book.

-.'; rolerance ior rule breaking.

--*---rsions based largely on objective criteria (e.g., rules,

:.::iei).

While rules and laws are important, they often require
modifications in their application or enforcement
by influential people (e.g.. parents. peers. superiors.
government officials) or unique circnmstances.

Relationsh ip-based.

Emphasis on interpersonal relationships and trust; less

emphasis on record keeping.

Rules and procedures often ambiguous or not bslieved or
accepted.

Rules are sometimes igrnored or followed only when strictly
enlbrced.

Do things through inlormal networks.

Tolerance ftrr rule breaking.

Decisions often based on \ubjective criteria (e.g.. hunches.
personal connections).
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: - rracts, not contracts, and interpersonal trust and

-:iual support between partners is critical. These

:.:--irences are summarized in table 1.13.

Country clusters and core cultural
dimensions

-- :lajor challenge in working with cultural differ-

; ies is determining how best to assess or meas-

--3 such differences for putposes of research and

;-3.rry development. Some culture models, like

- -- i\tede and Trompenaars, offer country- specifi c

-.-neric scores for each of their cultural dimen-
:,-ns. However, converting cultural diff'erences

..:Lr numeric scores is an imprecise science at best.

--:ltures by definition are qualitative, not quanti-
- :ive. and attempts to attach numbers to various

:-itures only invite errors and misunderstandings.

l,L-rre oV€r, cultures are not monolithic; each culture

: rnsists of people who are different in many ways

:'.en if central tendencies can be differentiated

:ri\\'een various nationalities. For example, while
.,.: moy describe people from the United States as

:31atively individualistic and people from Japan as

::latively collectivistic, many Americans in fact

-e highly collectivistic and many Japanese are

:-ighly individualistic. lt is only a matter of degree

and central tendencies that differentiate between

the two cultures.

Despite this limitation, several researchers have

made serious attempts to attach numbers to various

cultures in order to facilitate country comparisons.

Without such numbers, it is argued, comparisons

by both researchers and managers become prob-

lematic. However, these ratings are based on

research methods that have been widely criticized,
and the accuracy of the results has frequently been

questioned (Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner,

1998; House et a\.,2004).Indeed, many of the esti-

mates for specific countries do not agree with each

another. For example, while Hofstede assigns Italy
a score of 76 on individualism-collectivism (highly

collectivistic), Trompenaars assigns it a 20 (moder-

ately collectivistic). While Hofstede (2001) assigns

Germany a score of 35 (egalitarian) on power dis-

tance, House and his associates (2004) assign it a

5.25 thierarchical). Moreover. some country esti-

mates by the same researchers change over time.

For example, Trompenaars (1993; Trompenaars

and Hampden-Turner, 1998) rated Thailand as

individualistic in his first assessment, but collec-

tivistic in his second. Such errors call into question

the validity of the entire rating system.

An alternative to quantitative measures is quali-

tative, or ethnographic, measures. But problems
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exist hele too, lar-uely due to potential rater bias in

devcloping both thc rnodels and measures. While

cultural anthropologists have made earnest attempts

to diff'erentiate across cultures using ethnographic

or qualitative rnethods, I'oom for erors persists due

to possible cultural biases of thc evaluators. For

instancc, a US boln. US educated anthlopologist

will likely view the world (and hencc difTerent cul-

tures) through American eyes, and nray possibly

overlook important culturai traits becausc he or she

is not looking fbr them. Indeed, this occulred when

Michacl Bond and Peter Smith (1996) first noted

that lookin-g at cultures thr"ough an east Asian per-

spectivc led to the identification of dilfercnt cul-

tural dimensions for put'poses of assessment. This

human bias in asscssment and analysis is itself a
natural outcome of cultural difl'erenccs. As a result.

as with quantitative assessments, ethnographic or

qualitative mcasurcs of cultural diffelences do not

always aglee with olte another.

In order to operationalizc the cole cultural

din'rensions presented here. it is necessary to have

a means of classifying cultttl'es so cotlntry - ol' at

least regional - comparisons can be made' Mindful

of the limitations discusscd abovc, we chose to esti-

mate cultural differences within country clusters

(as opposed to individual countries) by adapting a

model originally proposed by Ronan and Shenkar

(1985). This rnodel fbcused on identifying regions

where ample anthropolo-9ical data wcre available,

and our use of these clusters t'cflects this imbalance.

Sonre regions (e.g.. Centlal Asia. Polyncsia) are

not included, while others (c.g.. Europe) are cov-

erecl in considerable dctail. (Our hope is that future

research will address this in'ibalancc.) In addition.

according to Ronan and Shenkar. several cortntt'ies

(e.g., Brazil, India. and lsrael) do not easily fit

into such a fiamework, so again some cautiou is

in oldcr. With these cautiolls in mind. we used the

Ronan and Shenkar model to identify nine country

clusters fbr which sufficient data were available to

estimatc central tendencics in cultural charactet'-

istics: Anglo cluster (e.g., Australia, Canada, UK,

USA)l Arab cluster (Dubai, Egypt, Saudi Arabia);

eastern Europcan cluster (c.g., Czech Republic,

Hungaly, Poland): cast/southeast Asian cluster

(e.g., China. Japan, Korea. Singapore, Thailand);

Germanic cluster (e.g., Austria, Germany); Latin

American cluster (e.g., Argcntina. Costa Rica.

Mexico); Latin Eulopean cluster (e.g., France.

Italy, Spain); Nordic cluster (e.g., Denmark.

Norway. Swcden); and Sub-Sahara Afiican clustcr

(e.g., Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria).

Bascd on thesc cotlntry clttsters, and using mul-

tiple meirsut'es and nrultiple rnethods to the extent

possible, we then assesscd and integrated a com-

bination of quantitative and qualitative mcasures

from available research in order to categorize

cultnres along the hve dimensions. First, existing

quantitativc fileasllres fiorn such rcsearchets as

Hofstede, Trompenaat's, and House and associates

wele cxamined and compared. Next, ethnographic

data compiled largely fiom cultural anthropologl'

lbcusing on specific cttltures or geoglaphic regions

were incorporated into the analysis and compared

against the quantitative findings. Finally, remain-

ing points of disagleement were discussed betweetl

the co-authors and other rcsearchers in an effolt

to reach a consensus on the final ratings. While it

is not clairned that this procedurc eliminated all

errors, it is fclt that it represcnts a superior method

to the previous reliance on single-source data.

Still, room for error persists. in particular duc to

the potential rater bias of the authors. and reader:

are cautioned to use their own jtrdgn-rent in intet'-

prcting results.

In making our assessments, we chose to develop

a more conservative ordinal rating scale, clusterin-s

cultures into lbur categories (e.g.. strongly indi-

vidualistic, moderately individualistic, moderatelr

collectivistic, and strongly collectivistic) based orr

the relative strength of the various dimensions com-

pared to other cultules. instead of attempting to cal-

culate specific numeric ratings that may appear to

be more precise than they actually are. The result:

are shown in table 1.14. Note that these are onlr

rough estimates based on available rescarch. Whilc'

the results shown in the table miry appear to be les.

precise than assigning specilic numeric ratings. uc

belicre thcy ale possibly both rnole acctlrate anc

usel'ul becuttse they assume il nlorc conservati\.

stance in data analysis and are based on multiple

data points. Finally, in making use of the infbrrna-

tion presentcd here. it is irnportant to recogniz;

that no point on any assessment scale is pref'errec

over iiny other; they are sin.rply diffcrent.

llnGFili'f. .: .1: =i

,--- t*'.,',, , ,,.:
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;,able I .14 Central tendencies on core cultural dimensions for country clusters

:-: European

l:- - Southeast Asian

:::::-eniC

-::::i American

-,::r European

S -:-Sahara African

Moderately
egalitarian

Strongly
hierarchical

Moderately
hierarchical

Strongly
hierarchical

Moderately
egalitarian

Moderately
hierarchical

Moderately
hierarchical

Strongly
egalitarian

Strongly
hierarchical

Strongly
individualistic

Strongly
collectivistic

Moderately
collectivistic

Strongly
collectivistic

Moderately
individualistic

Moderately
collectivistic

Moderately
collectivistic

Moderately
collectivistic

Strongly
collectivistic

Strongly
mastery-oriented

Moderately
harmony-oriented

Moderately
mastery-oriented

Strongly-
harmony-oriented

Moderately
mastery-oriented

Moderately
harmony-oricnted

Moderately
harmony-oriented

Moderately
harmony-oriented

Moderately
harmony-oriented

Strongly
monochronic

Strongly
polychronic

Moderately
monochronic

Moderately
monochronic

Moderately
monochronic

Strongly
polychronic

Moderately
polychronic

Moderately
monochronic

Moderiltely
polychronic

Moderately
universalistic

Strongly
particularistic

Moderately
particularistic

Strongly
particulari stic

Strongly
universali stic

Strongly
particularistic

Moderately
particularistic

Strongly
universalistic

Strongly
pafticularistic
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-.: Thc country cluster categories used here werc adaptcd lrom Ronan and Shenkar (1985). Thc corc cultural dimcnsion (CCD) ratings
-r::ai-nt central tendcncies fbr selected country clusters (see text lor details). Vadations. sometimes substantial. around these centrcl
:-::ncies can be found in all clusters and countdes. Also notc that sorne regions of thc globc (c.-t.. Central Asia) are not included here due to
:: :r\ence of substantive data, while others (e.g., Europe) are represented in some detail due to the availability of sutticient data.

In interpreting the results shown in table 1. 14, it
-r,st also be remembered that significant within-
: -:ter variance can often be fbund. For example,
. :roted earlier, all Anglos are not individualistic,
:iie all east or southeast Asians are not collectiv-

.:i.-. While it is sometimes necessal'y to fbcus on

:3tiral tendencies between cultures for purposes

: Seneral comparisons, the role of individual and

:i:ional differences in determining attitudes and

:ehaviors should not be overlooked. Still. it should

-.Jt be surprising that cultural ratings for countries

::. the same cluster of the world (e.g., Denmark,

\rrrway, and Sweden) tend to be closer than rat-

::Ss for countries located in a different cluster of
--te world (e.g., Italy, Spain, France). This is a natu-

:rl consequence of contiguous countries in various

:-gions living side-by-side with their neighbors

:\ er centuries and sometimes millennia. Still,
:mportant cultural differences can be found across

:eoples inhabiting a particular region. Finally, it is
:mportant to remember that, while these cultural
jimensions may be a useful shortcut fbr gain-

:ng conceptual entry into general cultural trends

across countries and regions, they are in no way

a substitute for more systematic in-depth analyses

as they relate to the study of culture, work, and

organizations.

Directions for future research

In this paper, we propose a vehicle for understand-

ing cultural differences based on the previous work

of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, Hof-stede, Hall,

Trompenaars, Schwartz, and the GLOBE research-

ers. We further suggest that in order to facilitate

future research and cross-cultural comparisons it
is useful to integrate and consolidate existing - if
sometimes divergent - models of national cultures.

While previous researchers have introduced various

cultural dimensions, we conclude from our com-
parative analysis that five specific dimensions -
referred to here as core cultural dimensions - are

parlicularly salient fbr understanding management

practices in different cultures. In our view, these

five dimensions account for most of the conceptual
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variance across cultures and help researchers

escape from the culture theory jungle - a prolifera-

tion of theories that needlessly forces researchers

to choose whose side they are on prior to initiating
a research project. The five dimensions presented

here were derived from a comparative analysis and

integration of six competing theories and represent

what to us is a useful strategy for reducing the con-

fusion caused by both the overlap and differences

across models.

However, any attempted integration such as ours

obviously requires further study and validation.

Cultural dimensions by their very nature are inter-

related and, while they may make sense as a collec-

tive whole, each dirnension may lose its relevance

or even meaning when studied individually or out

of context. As such, more research of a comprehen-

sive or integrative nature is called for. Moreover,

as is evident from our review, there is widespread

agreement among existing models about the themes

of the various dimensions, but less agreement about

the details of what some of these dimensions actu-

ally mean. Below we propose some specific areas

for future research within each of the core cultural

dimensions discussed above:

1. Hierarchy-equality. Variations in power orien-

tation have received considerable attention is

recent research. Moreover, a review of this

research suggests that this dimension enjoys

the most agreement across the various mod-

els. The question that remains unanswered,

however, is the extent to which power orien-

tation and group orientation are independent

dimensions or are closely related and, if so,

how? Again, Triandis (1986) laid the founda-

tion for this issue, but more work is needed. In

particular, future research may focus on inves-

tigating the relationship between power orien-

tation and rule orientation. These dimensions

appear to be correlated and further investiga-

tion teasing out the role of rules, relationships,

and social structure into power distribution are

likely to shed light into the relationship of the

several culture dimensions and their influence

on behavior.

2. Individuctlism-collectivisru. There has already

been considerable research on individualism-

collectivism. Of particular note here is the

work ofTriandis (1994), who reflned this con-

struct and then tested his approach in fifteen

countries. He found seven factors that relate

to this dimension: self--reliance and independ-

ence, competition, hedonism, interdepend-

ence, family integrity, closeness to in-groups.

and sociability. The first three were related to

individualism and the last four to collectivism.
He suggested that collectivism and individu-
alism were polythetic construcls. meaning

that there were various kinds of individualism
and collectivism. He suggested further that

four dimensions were universal attributes of
the constructs of individualism and collect-

ivism: (l) definition of the self: independent

versus interdependent; (2) structure of goals:

compatible with in-group goals, independent

of in-group goals; (3) emphasis on norms ver-

sus attitudes: social behavior is determined by

norms, duties and obligations (collectivism) or

attitudes, personal needs, perceived rights and

contracts (individualism); and (4) emphasis

on relatedness versus rationality: collectiv-

ists emphasize relatedness, giving priority to
relationships and taking into consideration the

needs of others even when the relationships

are not advantageous. Individualists empha-

size rationality, and calculate the cost benefits

associated with relationships. Based on this

research, Triandis argued that societies varl'

in the extent in which the differences among

people are minimized or emphasized. In homo-

geneous cultures people do not want to stand

out, while in heterogeneous societies being

different is emphasized. Future research ma1'

wish to focus on a more explicit examination

of how this critical dimension relates to other

cultural dimensions, again looking to how the

various dimensions that collectively comprise

culture work together to influence attitudes

and behaviors.

3. Mosterr--l16nnon\,. At noted above, this cultural

dimension refers to people's beliefs concerning

the degree of their control over the natural and the

social world. However, clarifying exactly what this

dimension means is not easy. For example, earlier

models diverge in the extent to which people's
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need for achievement should be included in this

.limension or whether this represents a separ-

JIe cultural dimension. Future research needs

io tease out this dimension and explore the

.iegree to which beliefs about control and need

ior achievement are actually correlated. At the

srme time, future research should examine the

relationship between gender differences across

:ultures and perceptions of control. While pre-

r ious research has suggested that there are

;mportant cultural variations regardin-e gen-

Jer differences, it is not clear if they relate to

rssumptions of control, need for achievement,

roiver distribution, or even possibly a separate

.'ultural dimension. We believe this is a fruitful
:rea for future research.

- .\lortochronism-polychronlsin. Future research

.hould investigate the relationship between

perceptions of the flow of time and how tasks

re organized (i.e. the monochronic and poly-

--hronic distinction) and perceptions of past,

present, and future, short and long term. Are

lhese views of time independent or intercon-

:reoted? It seems that while most researchers

:sree there is an important cultural component

in how individuals perceive time, there are disa-

rreements concerning which aspects of time are

:rore important. Future research should focus

..n refining the time dimension studying the

:elationships among several aspects of time.
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:e\earch is needed to validate this dimension.

\\'e have argued that rather than comparing

;ultures on how they perceive uncertainty, it
i> more salient to compare them on how they

leal with rules which, in turn, influence how

lhey deal with uncertainty. Two important

;ulture models, those proposed by Hofstede

1980) and the GLOBE project (2004), suggest

:hat cultures vary in the degree to which they

ivoid uncertainty. While we think uncertainty

t\ not a culture dimension as it is an experience

retter explained by other more consequential

:ulture variables, we recognize that there are

.i,gnificant variations in how individuals per-

--eive and cope with uncertainty across cultures.

\\i suggest that each of the five main cultural

rhemes proposed here influences perceptions of

uncertainty. For instance. miistery cultures are

more likely to try to change the environment
to reduce uncertainty than harrnony cultures.

Moreover, the degree to which individuals see

themselves as autonomous or embedded in
groups may influence how collectives organize

to cope with common uncertainties. The way in

which power, status, and authority in a society

are distributed is likely to influence the degree to

which individuals take responsibility for uncer-

tain events or rely on the guidance, opinion,
or protection of superiors. Additionally, time
perceptions may influence the timing in which
uncertainty is perceived and action is taken. In
summary, we suggest that instead of classifying
cultures according to their tolerance or ways of
dealing with uncertainty, it makes more sense to

fbcus on social control. Social control. as well
as other cultural dimensions, influences how

cultures cope with uncertainty. Future research

should explore how each cultural dimension

influences perceptions and ways ofdealing with
uncertainty.

As indicated in this paper, much remains to be

done to understand in a more comprehensive way

the etiology of cultural differences as they relate to

management practice. In this pursuit, researchers

must of necessity come to terrns with the funda-

mentally flawed and imprecise nature of both their
theories and their data. In the near term - if not also

the long term - accurate data in support of research

will fiequently be difficult to collect and analyze

and, since theory-building and empilical research

go hand-in-hand, theoretical development itself
will ofien be constrained. In the meantime. in our

view, researchers must rely on personal insight and

intuition, r'eflection, and collaboration, not just in
what they believe to be "hard" data, if they are to

make genuine progress on this important topic. We

believe that the existing models in the field, indi-
vidually and collectively, represent useful and con-

structive effbrts towards this end. Our hope is that

futnre researchers will attempt to build on these

signal contributions instead of merely criticizing
them. In our view, cross-cultural organizational

research is and must remain a synergistic and col-

laborative endeavor.
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